
POSTCARD FROM SUGARLAND 

 

This is the pretty town square in Sugarland.  It is one of the large master planned communities on the south west of 

Houston.  Despite this it has an interesting history.  The area was one of the land grants given by Mexico during Texas’ 

fight for Independence.  The fountain at the front features a bronze of Stephen F. Austin during the battle – it is quite 

magnificent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guess why it is called Sugarland?  It was a sugar 

plantation (we have no imagination in Texas) and 

Imperial Sugar’s headquarters are still based in 

the city.  Now the population is relatively 

wealthy, from technical, energy and medical 

industries amongst others.  The weather was 

amazing and the streets were empty in the heat 

of the mid afternoon sun.  It must have been 

close to 100 degrees, humid but with a nice 

breeze.  The population is different from our 

town with many more residents of Indian and 

Asian descent.  We are mostly Hispanic and 

white. 



Before I investigated the town center I drove even further south to Brazos Bend State Park.  It was badly affected by the 

recent flooding – some areas were hit by heavier rain bands and damage than others.  It had just opened the previous 

day now that the paths were drier and the lake levels had gone down.  It is famous for all the alligators that live there. 

 

Although male alligators can grow to 11 -15 feet (females are a bit smaller), they aren’t really interested in humans as 

they have plenty of prey to eat.  They dine on turtles, catfish, frogs, ducks, water birds and small mammals - a virtual 

smorgasbord of delicacies. 

 

You can see the whistling ducks pink beaks and feet in this inset close-up.  I will put a little video on Youtube because the 

sound of the insects and critters that was magical.  Right behind me were incredibly loud cicadas, a woodpecker was 

banging on a tree, the frogs were chirping and booming and the ducks whistling.  I was surrounded by thousands of little 

dragonflies.  Lady and Lord Pondhawks were chasing me with emerald and black striped and powder blue outfits, 

respectively.  There were various different butterflies and I noticed a Monarch – they are currently under threat because 

of the lack of Milkweed plants that they feed on.  My lovely ‘boyfriend’ gave me a Valentine gift of Milkweeds planted to 

save some Monarchs – take note not-quite-so romantic husband… 

 

They are quite used to humans visiting but you have 

to observe alligator etiquette.  This is a late breeding 

season because of the flooding, so you have to be 

particularly careful of anxious mother alligators 

guarding their nests.  The wardens will remove eggs 

if they are too close to the paths and incubate them 

for later release.  There are whistling ducks in the 

park that have learned it is more sensible to roost in 

the trees… 

 



ISN’T THIS JUST PERFECT?  A LOVELY VISTA ACROSS ONE OF THE PONDS 

 

LOOK AT THIS PRECIOUS LITTLE BABY ALLIGATOR – JUST ONE YEAR OLD 



I was so lucky to be in the nature center when one of the volunteers took the baby out of the tank for us to stroke and 

look at.  There was a group of little Danish children who were enjoying this treat until I clicked on my camera, terrified 

Baby Alligator who jumped and then that traumatized the littlest Dane.  Nothing we did could persuade her that it was 

safe to stroke him or her.  Usually you can see plenty of alligators but it was so hot that only the stupid humans were 

out.  I walked for miles checking for them, talking to the other visitors but no one could see any.  The volunteers pointed 

us in a particular direction but it was to no avail.  It was still another wonderful day in paradise.

  

Spanish moss grows on trees and used to be used as stuffing for mattresses, sofas etc.  It is so atmospheric hanging from 

trees in swamps.  The algae on the side pond was really a vivid pale green blue but the lily pond was clear with many 

fish. 

 
LILY, BIG TURTLE, 

LONESOME COOT AND 

SPANISH MOSS 



It was so hot that I was worn out after walking for hours and headed back to the hotel first.  As I passed under the TX 6, I 

realised that I must have missed my exit so turned into a quiet medical center to either ask directions or turn around.  I 

saw a man get out of his vehicle and stretch.  He was heavily tanned or Hispanic (or perhaps both?) and I asked him, “do 

you know where the Hilton Garden Inn is?”  He looked at me blankly so I said, “habla Espanol?” His response was, 

“Honey, I’m from Corpus Christi” which made me laugh out loud.  There are many Texans of very ancient Hispanic 

descent as well as much newer immigrants, many of whom no longer speak Spanish much like my Ortega family.   I just 

turned around and found the hotel quickly.  Just as the Tripadvisor reviews suggested it was a lovely hotel, with friendly 

chatty staff, a cute little bar and full service restaurant.  I was drawn to it because it was in a quiet location, the price 

was right and there was a free shuttle to the center of Sugarland.   

I got washed and dressed – cuddling alligators, walking in the heat and wandering around swamps makes you need a 

shower.  There was a very shallow underlying reason for my visiting Sugarland.  It is the only place near Houston that has 

a Boston Proper clothes shop.  They have been sending me their catalogues for years but my ordering experience was 

unsuccessful as you really need to try on their clothes to find their general sizing.  Needless to say, very few of their 

clothes fitted me as I am a petite size but I did find a nice pink dress on sale that fit well.  At least it settled my desperate 

longing to order their pretty clothes – they don’t really fit me.  Some of the shops were subtly different in a land where 

everything feels the same.  The restaurants were also different – stop reading now if you are vegan… 

I ate at a little French Brasserie  - ‘Aura’.  To my astonishment, rabbit was on the menu. Rarely do I eat meat but I can’t 

see the difference between feeling sad for a cute little chicken or bunny rabbit.  I ate the cute chicken that was 

déliceaux, the wait staff charming and attentive.  It was so hot when I was shopping earlier that I stopped at The World 

of Beers and had a draught Belgian Ale (Duvall) that was so refreshing.  The free hotel shuttle was very quick and 

efficient – perfect for the many conference attendees that stayed there.  I chatted to some nice folks from Colorado who 

were staying there and then slept like a log in a perfect fluffy white bed with no cats in residence (such a treat).  On the 

route down I chose the quickest interstate route but it was very stressful with the speed of traffic so I chose the slower 

route home.  Once I realised I was heading south (into the Gulf of Mexico) and turned north I had a lovely relaxed ride 

home, stopping at Nordstrom’s Rack and for lunch on the way back.  It was a great little vacation that somehow was 

very restful. 

Kerry xx 


